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1 - Why Study Psychology & Research Methods & The Nervous System
Series: Psychology: The Human Experience
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The first episode 'Why Study Psychology?' introduces psychology as a science of
behaviour and mental processes. It explains how understanding why we think and
act as we do enhances our lives. The seco...
2 - The Neuron and Neural Transmission & Sensation and Perception &
Consciousness
Series: Psychology: The Human Experience
The first episode 'The Neuron and Neural Transmission' illustrates how the brain
communicates with the body by explaining what the neuron is, how it functions, and
what happens to that communication w...
3 - Classical and Operant Conditioning & Learning: Observational and
Cognitive Approaches & Memory
Series: Psychology: The Human Experience
The first episode 'Classical and Operant Conditioning' discusses Pavlov's classical
conditioning experiment and how it demonstrates the process of learning by an
association or relationship. The secon...
4 - Language and Cognition & Intelligence & Motivation
Series: Psychology: The Human Experience
The first episode 'Language and Cognition' explores the fact that most animals have
the ability to communicate, but only humans have language, symbols for objects,
actions, ideas, and feelings. The se...
5 - Emotions & Infant and Child Development & Adolescent and Adult
Development
Series: Psychology: The Human Experience
The first episode 'Emotions' asks the following questions: What are emotions? Are
they learned or are they innate? Are they expressed in the same way throughout
most cultures? The second episode 'Infa...
6 - Gender and Sexuality & Personality Theories & Personality Traits and
Assessment
Series: Psychology: The Human Experience
The first episode 'Gender and Sexuality' explores the distinction between the terms
sex and gender and describes the similarities and differences between men and
women. The second episode 'Personality...
7 - Social Cognition & Attitudes & Group Influence
Series: Psychology: The Human Experience
The first episode 'Social Cognition' focuses on how people form impressions of
others and how people's behaviour is affected by attitudes. The second episode
'Attitudes' analyses the formation of atti...
8 - Stress, Health and Coping & Understanding Psychological Disorders Part 1
&2
Series: Psychology: The Human Experience
The first episode 'Stress, Health and Coping' chronicles a breast cancer survivor
who employs successful coping strategies to aid in maintaining good health in
stressful situations. The second episode...
9 - Therapies & Personality Traits and Assessment & Making Psychology Part
of Your Life
Series: Psychology: The Human Experience
The first episode 'Therapies' examines four different styles of therapy treatment for
mental disorders and discusses the role of each style of therapy. The second
episode 'Personality Traits and Asses...
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After Milgram: Obedience and Identity
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WARNING: The content of this programme may be hurtful or offensive to some
viewers. Teachers are advised to view the programme and use their discretion to
determine the suitability of the programme fo...
Aggression
Are all people capable of murder? What drives people to violence? Can TV affect
our actions and even influence us to acts of violence? How do psychologists account
for the brutal murder of James Bulge...
Anxiety Disorders
Humans, like many animals, possess a highly developed sense of danger in our
environment. In its most basic form, our awareness of these threats is anxiety. Our
‘fight or flight’ response can be highl...
Are You What Your Mother Ate? The Agouti Mouse Study
Jirtle and Waterland’s Agouti Mouse Study has been called one of the most
important pieces of research in the 21st century and this film explores both it’s
substance and significance for the Nature-Nu...
Attachment
This programme is excellent for a wide range of training purposes for foster carers,
parents groups, child minders, social work and for those people who work with
children. It is also an excellent res...
Bandura's Social Cognitive Theory
Series: Giants of Psychology
Treading new ground in the field of social psychology, Albert Bandura’s work has
become basic to an understanding of how social forces influence individuals, small
groups and large groups. Utilising...
Baron Cohen on Autism
Series: Core Studies in Psychology
Simon Baron Cohen discusses his case study Another Advanced Test of Theory of
Mind. Cohen explains the aims and origins of his study, illustrates his'Eyes Test'
methodology, explaining why the eyes we...
Beyond Genetics
"Nature or Nurture?” is a long-running debate in psychology, one heavily-influenced
by developments in genetics and a rise in the popular belief that "dna is destiny”: the
idea human behaviour is broa...
Bystander Intervention
This compelling programme, filmed on location in Liverpool, uses the James Bulger
case to illustrate some key approaches to bystander behaviour. The programme is
clearly divided into three sections: D...
Case Study Research
Illustrated by the case of Susan "Genie" Wiley and a range of other classic and
contemporary studies, this video takes you through the essential ideas and skills
needed to successfully answer exam que...
Classic Studies in Psychology One
Series: Psychology Short Cuts

2007

00:39:07

A compelling set of short programmes illustrating five of psychology's most important
studies; The Strange Situation, Bandura on Social Learning, Elizabeth Loftus on
Eyewitness Testimony, Milgram's Ex...
Correlation and Causation: Illustrating the Difference
Series: The Concepts of Psychology: Part 2

2013

E

00:03:26

A simple exercise demonstrates why correlation does not show cause. The title also
examines confounding variables and why they must be taken into account when
examining correlation.
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Correlations
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This short video identifies and explains the key ideas and areas that are examined
regarding correlation. These are positive and negative correlations, correlation coefficients, correlation and causa...
Day Care
Series: Psychology Critical Issues
There has been an explosion of day care in the last three decades. But what are the
effects on children's long term development? Starting from a child care centre, this
programme explores these questi...
Eating Disorders
Series: Psychology Critical Issues
This programme examines what eating disorders are, their symptoms, myths and the
most effective treatments. This programme examines what eating disorders are,
their symptoms, myths and most effective...
Elizabeth Loftus: Eyewitness Testimony
Professor Elizabeth Loftus takes us through her ground-breaking research on
eyewitness evidence, focusing particularly on her seminal study with John Palmer "Reconstruction of Automobile Destruction...
Erik Erikson: A Life's Work
Series: Giants of Psychology
This film introduces students to the wisdom of Erik H. Erikson. Best known for his
identification of the eight stages of the life cycle, Erikson spent a lifetime observing
and studying the way in whic...
Ethical Issues in Psychology
Series: The Concepts of Psychology: Part 1
Psychologists don’t just owe a duty of care to the participants of their research, they
also have a duty to produce creative and socially useful research, and sometimes
these obligations come into con...
Ethics
This video looks at the nature and significance of ethical guidelines to the research
process, using examples drawn from the work of Milgram, Watson, and Sharif. The
video looks at what ethics are, an...
Ethnocentrism
This short film highlights a range of ideas and skills required for a good
understanding of ethnocentrism. The film defines ethnocentrism and it's social
construction, and how it appears in to researc...
Experimental Design
This programme uses a real world example (the relationship between learning and
time of day) to explore thee different types of experimental design: repeated
measures, independent measures, and matche...
Experimental Methods: A Case Study
Series: The Concepts of Psychology: Part 2
This title teaches students about the experimental methods that psychologists use to
gain evidence. Through an examination of Loftus and Palmer's experiments on
witness testimony, students will gain a...
Experimental Research Methods in Psychology
Series: Understanding Psychology
We see a laboratory experiment on attraction in progress. Psychologists explain they
are interested in whether the context in which we see someone influences our view
of their attractiveness. Two grou...
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Experimental Research Methods in Psychology
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One of the main ways psychologists operationalise behavioural questions is through
experimental methods and this film explores and evaluates three dimensions of this
process: laboratory, field and nat...
Eyewitness Testimony
Series: Psychology Critical Issues
We begin with a brief case study of a prisoner convicted on eyewitness testimony
alone. This leads in to an exploration of the reliability of eyewitness testimony and
what this can tell us about the n...
Face Recognition
The way we make assessments about many people every day is by looking at their
face. Faces tell us basic information such as gender, approximate age and possible
ethnicity. But we also learn to read f...
False Memory
WARNING: This programme contains graphic images. Teachers are advised to view
the programme and use their discretion to determine the suitability of the programme
for their students.Elizabeth Loftus'...
Free Will and Determinism
Series: The Concepts of Psychology: Part 1
Do we have choices in life or is our behaviour determined? Recent advances in
neuroscience have thrown new light on this long running issue. Here we look at,
and reconstruct, Libet’s seminal experime...
Getting Behind Psychological Statistics
This three-part film looks at how statistical data is collected, compared and explained
through an examination of three key areas in this process - sampling, correlation and
causation - presented as s...
Griffiths: Cognitive Bias and Gambling
Series: Core Studies in Psychology
Mark Griffiths talks about his case study The Role of Cognitive Bias and Skill in Fruit
Machine Gambling, discussing the origins, aims and methodology of his study, as
well as his findings and the imp...
Introducing Psychology
Series: The Concepts of Psychology: Part 1
A start! Gives students a flavour of biological, developmental and cognitive
Psychology. Great for first week of term or Open Days.
Jim Fallon: Natural Born Killer?
WARNING: This programme contains graphic images. Teachers are advised to view
the programme and use their discretion to determine the suitability of the programme
for their students.Neuroscientist Jim...
John Bowlby: Attachment Theories
Series: Giants of Psychology
The film is a companion piece to the 'Giants of Psychology' film on Bowlby's
colleague, Mary Ainsworth, which is centred largely on the development of
attachment relationships in infancy. This film ad...
Looking at Reductionism: A Case Study
Series: The Concepts of Psychology: Part 2
When facing complex issues, psychologists often break them down into their
component parts, and then identify a key cause. This approach is called
reductionism, and this title explores the advantages...
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Maguire: Navigation and the Human Brain
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Eleanor Maguire discusses her seminal study Navigation-Related Structural
Changes in the Hippocampus of Taxi Drivers, looking at its context and aims,
groundbreaking methods, surprising findings and w...
Managing and Coping with Stress
Series: Psychology Concepts
Psychologists have studied the cognitive and emotional strategies we use to cope
with stress for decades. This programme explores the benefits and costs of two
widely recognised strategies: avoidance...
Mental Disorders
Series: Understanding Psychology
It's quite normal to feel worried or sad, but sometimes these feelings can take over
us and the normal can become abnormal. We begin by introducing two case studies,
Alison who has depression and Kare...
Non-Experimental Methods in Psychology
Series: Understanding Psychology
Most of us have mobiles and in Australia alone we send millions of texts a month.
But little is yet known about the psychological effects of the mobile phone. Is it
changing the way we relate to each...
Obedience and Ethics
Series: Psychology Critical Issues
Conformity is essential to social life. But behind the familiar order of everyday life
lurk some uncomfortable truths. Psychological experiments have shown that our
desire to conform can lead us into...
Observational Methods
Using examples from a range of classic studies, this clip takes students through the
naturalistic forms of observation. It looks at different types of of observation,
applications of naturalistic obse...
Offender Profiling
Offender profiling is commonly used in solving crimes. Using the leading case of the
railway murders in the UK, this programme explains what profiling is, and what it
aims to do. The origins of profil...
Perspectives on Psychology
Series: Understanding Psychology
We begin by looking at what psychology is, how it differs from common sense and
the questions it asks about human behaviour. We then explore some of the areas
where psychologists have looked for answe...
Piaget's Developmental Theory: An Overview
Series: Giants of Psychology
Dr. David Elkind explores the roots of Piaget’s work and outlines important
vocabulary and concepts that structure much of the study of child development.
Using both archival film of Dr. Piaget and ne...
Reliability and Validity
Series: The Concepts of Psychology: Part 2
The concepts of reliability and validity are demonstrated by a simple exercise.
Students learn about the importance of consistency and interpreting data in a
relevant manner, when conducting experimen...
Reliability and Validity
This video outlines some key aspects of the important methodological concepts of
reliability and validity through a range of real-world examples. It looks at internal and
external reliability, standa...
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Research in Context
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This programme, consisting of five short videos, helps with the difficult task of
integrating science and research. We see the cycle of science illustrated with
Naughty Teddy's challenge to Piaget's t...
Rethinking Obesity: Nurture via Nature?
As a species, we have been getting larger and in some Western societies obesity is
now at epidemic levels. So why are we doing so much damage to ourselves, our
health services and our planet? Is it ma...
Rosenhan's Experiment: Being Sane in Insane Places
This five-part film examines one of the most infamous psychological experiments of
all time, an experiment from which psychiatry has never quiet recovered. It looks at
the context of the study in the...
Sampling
This video uses some classic psychological studies (Loftus, Maguire, Baron-Cohen,
and Zimbardo) to illustrate a range of sampling issues. It looks at definitions,
representativeness and generalisabili...
Science and Psychology
Series: The Concepts of Psychology: Part 2
Is psychology a science? Students will learn what science is and the ways in which
psychology is both like and unlike a science. Two case studies are given to explore
the different ways to approach ps...
Self Report Methods
This short video uses a real-world example—collecting data about education—to
illustrate and explain how and why psychologists use self-report methods. The video
looks at questionnaire design, the use...
Situational Theory
Series: The Concepts of Psychology: Part 1
While most psychologists look to explain behaviour in terms of factors within
individuals, others focus more on situations, and one of these is Philip Zimbardo.
Here Zimbardo uses extracts from his in...
Sleep
Sleep – it’s something we do every day, but why do we sleep and why are
psychologists so interested in sleep? What happens if we don’t sleep? Sleep has
been the subject of extensive research over many...
Stress as a Biological Process
Series: Psychology Concepts
We all feel stress: a response to demands that exceed our ability to cope. It’s not
only psychological – biology plays a major role in the stress response. This
programme details the immediate physiol...
Stress as a Psychological Process
Series: Psychology Concepts
This programme begins by defining stress and its causes. Types of stressors like
daily life hassles and major life events, and the psychological responses of eustress
and distress are explored. The se...
Stress Management
Series: Psychology Critical Issues
Stress has been called the most prevalent disease of modern society: a new
epidemic brought about by the pace of modern life and the pressure to succeed in a
climate of increasing job insecurity. Stre...
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The BBC Prison Study
Series: Understanding Psychology
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In this accessible and engrossing programme, Alex Haslam and Steve Reicher tell
the story of the largest field study in social psychology for over 30 years, using
original illustrative film from the B...
The Social Toddler
Understand toddlers and why they do the things they do.Imagine trying to ask, but
without language; to reason, but with no boundaries; or to explore with no concept of
fear. Featuring renowned experts...
The Stroop Effect
Series: The Concepts of Psychology: Part 2
Students replicate a repeated measure design experiment, called the Stroop Effect,
to learn about how it helps control variables, such as individual difference.
The Use of Non-Human Animals in Research
Series: The Concepts of Psychology: Part 2
Animals have contributed to a lot of scientific advancements, but how ethical is it to
use them in research? This title discusses the legality and ethical issues concerning
the use of animals in resea...
Understanding Postnatal Depression
Postnatal depression (PND), also known as postpartum depression (PPD), is a
condition that affects mothers and sometimes fathers soon after the birth of a child.
PND is clinical depression and must be...
Understanding Prejudice
This programme explores some of the reasons society chooses to 'accept' people
and some of the reasons why people are 'not accepted', or prejudiced against. The
programme includes a brief historical l...
Understanding Socially Sensitive Research
This video develops the concept of socially-senstive research in terms of three key
ideas: should the research be done, how findings can be used, and how findings
should be communicated.
Usefulness of Research
Explaining how and why psychological research is "useful" is a question many
students struggle to demonstrate in a coherent way. This short film, based around a
range of classic and contemporary studi...
Variables
Although the idea of variables can seem dull and uninspiring, they're important
because they're everywhere in psychology. This video defines the concept of
variables, identify and describe different t...
What Are Ethics?
Series: The Concepts of Psychology: Part 1
Here we introduce students to the idea of ethics, the ethical regulation of psychology
and how it works in practice.
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